
The Tasting of a lifetime!  Shea Vineyard is a gem in the Oregon Wine Industry! Tonight don’t 
miss your chance to taste what six winemakers do with the fruit from Shea Vineyard! 2010 is  an 
excellent vintage. Although the vintage yielded limited fruit because of a late harvest and, the 
birds tried to eat all the grapes! They were so good!  These wines were all recently released and 
that is why I am doing this tasting now if I wait the 2010 Shea Vineyard wines will be sold out! 
 

• Full pour $30 half pour $18 
• Friday, August 3rd 
• Time: 4-7 
• Where: Santiam Wine Co & Bar 1555 12th St SE, Ste 130 Salem, OR 97302 (For GPS) 

                                                
2010 St Innocent Shea Vineyard $43 
Bright ruby-red.  A highly perfumed bouquet evokes candied black raspberry, cherry, star anise and 
lavender.  Juicy and precise in the mouth, offering intense red and dark berry preserve flavors and notes 
of candied flowers and licorice.  Silky tannins add grip to the very long, sappy, focused finish. 93 Points 
Stephen Tanzer 
  
2010 Winderlea Shea Vineyard $48 
Bright ruby-red.  Intense, spice-accented aromas of black raspberry, cola, anise and fresh rose.  Offers 
an array of red and dark berry preserve flavors sharpened by blood orange and peppery spices.  A 
deeper bitter chocolate nuance carries through the long, fruity, focused finish. 91 Points Stephen 
Tanzer 
  
2010 Broadley Shea Vineyard$50 
(made from a blend of Dijon 777 and Wadenswil clones; 25% new oak):  Ruby-red.  Cherry-vanilla, cola 
and lavender on the highly perfumed nose.  Offers an array of dark fruit flavors and bright floral and 
spice accents that gain strength with air.  Bright and focused on the finish, which features notes of 
allspice and star anise. 92 Points Stephen Tanzer 
  
2010 Bergstrom Shea Vineyard $48. 
Vivid ruby.  Sexy, oak-spiced aromas of black raspberry, cherry and cola, with smoke and Asian spice 
accents building with air.  Sappy and broad on entry, then tighter in the mid-palate, offering intense red 
and dark berry preserve flavors lifted by tangy acidity.  Shows sneaky power on the smoky finish, 
leaving spice, vanilla and candied lavender notes behind.  Give this youthful wine at least another 
couple years of bottle age. 93(+?) points Stephen Tanzer 
  
2010 Penner Ash Shea Vineyards $58 
Vivid ruby-red.  Sexy, oak-spiced aromas of black raspberry, anise and potpourri.  Supple, palate-
staining red and dark berry flavors show very good intensity and focus, with a cherry-cola nuance adding 
interest.  Rich, silky and seamless in texture, with subtle floral and Asian spice nuances coming up with 
air.  Fine-grained tannins add shape to the very long, sweet, smoky finish, which features an exotic 
touch of lavender pastille. 93 Points Stephen Tanzer 
  
2010 Shea Wine Cellars Estate Block 23 $56 
(made entirely from the Pommard clone from a non-irrigated, 3.2-acre parcel):  Vivid red.  A sexy, heady 
bouquet evokes black raspberry and cherry compote, with Asian spice and sandalwood nuances gaining 
strength with air.  The palate offers intense red berry and floral pastille flavors, along with spicecake and 
cola accents.  Closes with impressive energy and sweetness, leaving an allspice note behind. 
92 Stephen Tanzer 
  
CHEERS! 
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